The Museum of the Future
the garden

In this dossier we have
summarized observations
from museum projects
and discussions and draw
a picture of the museum
of the future.

escape room à la moebius

citizen science

entrance for night owls

the t. rex

the collection

makerspace

conference, workshop

impulse transmission machine
(work in progress)

entrance for schools
design
a place for all
accessible on foot,
anchored in the neighbourhood
main entrance and
friendly welcome

… is radically contemprary.
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The Museum of the Future …
design
A box is actually enough for fantastic exhibitions, said
the obsessive exhibition creator Harald Szeemann.
But if the box is sleek, if it takes your breath away all the better.
Good design creates a stage for the many different
productions that will one day take place in the museum.
Good design can express the mission of the museum
within the cityscape.
Good design makes you want to come to the Museum of
the Future.

accessible on foot, anchored in the neighbourhood,
and increasingly open
The Museum of the Future is online, but its heart beats
locally and people from the surrounding area enliven
it every day. As visitors and as employees.
It is the museum staff in particular, with their friendliness at the entrance and their attention throughout
the building, who are making the difference to even the
most perfect app. Since the museum will have entrances for schools, night owls and nerds in the future, the
opening hours can be more and more oriented on target
groups.
conference, workshop
The Museum of the Future is an initiator for encounters
between experts and laymen - around the themes set
in exhibitions. To this end, it cooperates with libraries,
universities, the public education and event venues.
In this way it expands its own capacities.

… surprises with its APPEARANCE.
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The Museum of the Future …
the t.-rex
Every museum has its „Tyrannosaurus Rex“. He is the
showpiece, and people identify with the museum via
the t.-rex.
It is the symbol for the collection, but it also stands for
the atmosphere and the range of all possible experiences. In short: the eager expectation, that is the t.-rex.

the collection
The collection of a museum is often its historical core,
an important cornerstone.
The aim is to let collection objects „speak“ directly to the
people. A tightrope walk.
Eureka, if it succeeds. We can then put our own actions
into context and anticipate their effects. This moment is
the starting point for associative flights of genius.
The Museum of the Future uses 3D scanning and IT to
make ever larger parts of the collection accessible, piece
by piece and according to their significance. The collection thus becomes globally accessible for researchers.
And for citizen scientists, who make the Museum of the
Future their base.

the escape room and
the impulse transmission machine

… is breaking new ground in the mediation.

Everyone talks about narration and gamification. But
to build a museum presentation like an escape room,
in which objects are playfully interwoven, or to build
a chain reaction together, actually creates surprising
unforgettable moments. For visitors as well as for your
own employees.
Playful approaches should be meant seriously and are
not only suitable for children.
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The Museum of the Future …
citizen science
„...The aim is to further strengthen the transfer of
knowledge between research and society in order to
promote the scientific literacy of citizens and generate
knowledge and impulses for research and development...“ - said the German Ministry of Research when
announcing a broad-based funding campaign for
Citizen Science in autumn 2019.
The Museum of the Future is a possible destination for
curious people who want to initiate a research project or
participate in one. Because there is no room for that yet.
The Museum of the Future takes collaborative approaches to science involving its audience seriously.

the garden (and poetry)
What connects the museum presentation of objects and
processes, which (despite the best staging) have been
torn away from life, with the world we live in? What
generates the best flow? The view out of the window on
drawing clouds, a few steps under rustling leaves in the
open air. Water.
Actually a design task that is embraced and addressed
by the Museum of the Future, which is concerned with
the well-being of employees and visitors.
the makerspace

… propagates thinking with your hands.

The 3D plotter is the new interactive exhibit.
After the interaction, museums discover the creation
as a free radical that can - but does not have to - connect
with their own programme. It is not only in technical
and scientific institutions that observation inspires
the desire to do things yourself. Fabrication opens the
museum to groups of visitors who would otherwise not
set foot in it.
.
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The Museum of the Future …
a place for all
The Museum of the Future is a place you visit even if
you don‘t have a specific destination. Because you
meet someone, you come to know something, you get
inspired.
The museum is the new mall in the Internet supplied
city of knowledge.
You have to want that. Being a meeting place is exhausting, too.
But it is precisely this vacant role that guarantees
prosperity and thus enables sustainable qualitative
growth.

the shop, the café, the bench
To learn from the best (museums) means to have a
well-tended and operated shop. Why shouldn‘t visitors
come for the shop alone? Or for the cafe? The Museum
of the Future is a holistic work of art, social sculpture
and public laboratory. No aspect of its appearance,
communication and attitude is incidental. The seating
throughout the building shows whether the museum
loves its visitors and wants to make their stay as long
and pleasant as possible.
networking (city-wide and also beyond)

… is a meeting point for communities..

The Museum of the Future no longer defines itself as
detached (absolute), but rather linked to all other
cultural and scientific offers and activities in the city
and the region.
Depending on the local context, it is in exchange with
schools, adult education centres, universities, but
also with cultural venues, makerspaces and other
museums in order to be and remain influential within
its traditional mission (of collecting, preserving,
researching and presenting).
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WE ARE
AgenCY,
NetWORK,
WORKSHOP
AT THE SAME TIME.

